
docAlpha Training

Artsyl docAlpha Certification Training for VARs

docAlpha:
Intelligent, Flexible High-Volume Capture

docAlpha is a fully-automated distributed data capture,
extraction, classification and processing solution. docAl-
pha automatically collects, identifies and captures large
volumes of structured and semi-structured documents. It
provides advanced classification and capture capabilities
to extract and verify data and seamlessly integrates with a
wide range of document management, content manage-
ment and database applications.

This robust solution is an excellent fit in the most demand-
ing high-volume, high-complexity applications and has
been designed as the upgrade path for Artsyl’s entry level
to mid-range product, SimpleCapture.

docAlpha is typically used to automate business
processes which involve forms or semi-structured docu-
ments, as a front-end for archival, document manage-
ment and ERP systems, to comply with government
regulations, increase accuracy and processing speed and
improve customer relations.

docAlpha imports documents from any local or remote
source, including scanners, networked MFPs, fax servers
or directories. Its front-end integration enables knowledge
workers to capture documents from the control panel of
popular MFPs and launch a workflow that taps the
advanced capture, verification and back-end integration
features of docAlpha.

DATE & LOCATION

Location:
Conference room at Hampton Inn Frederick
 5311 Buckeystown Pike, Frederick, MD, US
Special hotel group rate:  $109.00 per night
Reservation code: ART Phone: 301-698-2500

Date: June 17 - June 20, 2013

Time:
 June 17, 2013: 11:00 a.m. - 6 p.m. EST

          June 18-19, 2013: 9:00 a.m. - 6 p.m. EST
June 20, 2013: 9:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. EST

CLOSEST HOTELS & AIRPORT INFORMATION

The closets airport: BWI (Baltimore Washington)

The closest hotels :
Hampton Inn Frederick - 5311 Buckeystown Pike, Frederick, MD, US

Hilton Garden Inn Frederick - 7226 Corporate Ct, Frederick, MD, US

Extended Stay America Hotel Frederick - 5240 Westview Drive,
Frederick, MD, US

Fairfield Inn - 5220 Westview Drive, Frederick, MD, US

Artsyl and NewWave Technologies would like to invite you to join us at the upcom-
ing docAlpha certification classes to be held on June 17 - 20, 2013.

This certification course includes four days of intensive classroom training which
will cover docAlpha Batch Capture, Distributed Capture, Structured and Semi-
Structured Forms Recognition training. The lunch during the training days is
provided by Artsyl and NewWave.

To register for the training please contact:

Artsyl: 905-326-0676 sales@artsyltech.com or (301) 525-5405
jeff_m@artsyltech.com

NewWave: Mickey Walker 301-624-5300 ext 353 or
mwalker@NewWaveTech.com

docAlpha Training Scope
The training will cover all technical details to master the software. It starts from the
power-user level and proceeds to the administrator and solution architect levels.
The trainees learn how to use the product efficiently and how to set up and admin-
ister jobs and workflows in the Administration Station. The sessions cover working
with users and setting compliancy-friendly automatic user policies, traditional batch
splitting as well as document assembly based on batch structure; address flexible
batch splitting and routing based on automatic triggers, harnessing the whole
power of the hardware by using
multi-threading, multi-
processing and parallel multi-
service approaches; setting up
the licensing from simple local
networking to distributed
networks and centralized
control of licenses used by
branch office multi-server
installations. The trainees learn
how to use the Design Station
to set up fully automatic data
extraction from fixed forms and
semi-structured documents,
how to locate and extract fields
and tables and how to set up
efficient document classification
workflows.

You will also learn the new Service Pack 1 features of docAlpha 4.0,  including the
highly anticipated Designer Station Wizard, ability to do the cascading batch
splitting, zonal OCR and zonal OBR batch splitting and much more.


